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Source: CNN, December 17, 2019, by Ryan Browne 

Washington (CNN) A Russian spy-ship has returned to international         
waters off the southeastern coast of the United States and is operating in what 
two US officials told CNN is an "unsafe manner." 

The Viktor Leonov, a Russian surveillance ship, has been sailing off the coast of 
South Carolina and Florida in the last few days, officials tell CNN, adding that 
the ship's actions were determined to be unsafe because it is not using running 
lights in low visibility weather and it is not responding to commercial vessels' 
attempts to communicate to avoid potential accidents. 

The official said the Vishnya-class spy ship was also engaged in "other erratic 
maneuvers." 

A spokesperson for the US 
Coast Guard confirmed to 
CNN that the Coast Guard 
was broadcasting a "Marine 
Safety Information Bulletin" 
to alert mariners in the area 
to the Russian ship's        
presence and its behavior. 

"The United States Coast 
Guard has received reports 
indicating that the RFN 
VIKTOR LEONOV (AGI-
175) has been operating in 
an unsafe manner off the coast of South Carolina and Georgia. This unsafe      
operation includes not energizing running lights while in reduced visibility     
conditions, not responding to hails by commercial vessels attempting to           
coordinate safe passage and other erratic movements," the bulletin said. 

"Vessels transiting these waters should maintain a sharp lookout and use        
extreme caution when navigating in proximity to this vessel. Mariners should 
make reports of any unsafe situations to the United States Coast Guard," it    
added.  

Increased Military Presence 

A defense official told CNN that the US Navy's USS Mahan, an Arleigh Burke-

class destroyer, was operating close to the Russian ship. 

The Viktor Leonov regularly patrols in international waters along the eastern 

coast of the US, having done so every year since 2015. 

The Russian vessel also routinely operates in the Caribbean, including Cuba and 
Trinidad and Tobago.  

Russian Spy Ship Off U.S. Coast Operating in 
‘Unsafe Manner,’ Officials Say 

Continued on Page 2 

https://www.cnn.com/2018/01/22/politics/russia-spy-ship-us-coast/index.html
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Russian Spy Ship Off U.S. Coast Operating in ‘Unsafe      
Manner,’ Officials Say 
Continued from previous page 

The Russian ship's presence off the US coast comes as the US Navy's Arleigh Burke-class guided-missile     

destroyer the USS Ross visited Constanta, Romania, Monday for what the Navy called "a scheduled port    

visit," part of the US effort to bolster its presence in the Black Sea and support regional partners such as 

NATO ally Romania. 

 

Russia has boosted its military presence in that area since it seized Crimea from Ukraine in 2014 and it       

regularly shadows American warships while they operate in the Black Sea.  

"Crimea has really more or less, according to our civil society folks, has become an armed camp," the US 

State Department's Assistant Secretary for Democracy, Human Rights, and Labor Rob Destro, told reporters 

Monday as he discussed "the militarization of Crimea." 

 

Tensions between Moscow and Washington remain high. Just days ago Russian Foreign Minister Sergey 

Lavrov visited the White House and repeatedly raised Russian concerns about the US potentially dismantling 

the last remaining nuclear arms treaty between the two powers, a move that could reignite a US-Russia arms 

race. 

Check out the Combatting Terrorism Technical Support office site for a variety of 

helpful publications to include:  

Armored Passenger Vehicle Handbook 

Best Practices for Retrieval of Video Evidence from Digital CCTV Systems 

Best Practices Guide for Mail Screening and Handling 

Securing your SCADA and Industrial Control Systems 

Vehicle Inspection Guide 
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Source: Breaking Defense News, By Sydney J. Freedberg Jr., December 16, 2019 

Protect your Data or Lose DoD Business: Maj. Gen.      

Murphy 

 

We’re trying 

to elevate the 

importance of 

security... 

Continued on Page 4 

The head of the Pentagon’s Protecting Critical Technology Task Force wants to 

tighten security controls. That may conflict with the push to streamline acquisition. 

PENTAGON: “I would rather not have to shove this down industry’s throat,” the 

director of the Protecting Critical Technology Task Force told me here. “I would 

rather this be a conversation than direction, but we’ve unfortunately seen over the 

years … if there’s no repercussions to not having security, there’s no incentive to 

have it.” 

“We haven’t really held them to account. Our data that’s been exfiltrated by          

adversaries over decades, it’s really no harm, no foul,” Maj. Gen. Thomas Murphy 

told me. “I don’t blame them, [but] now we’re going to provide that incentive.” 

“A company’s security or lack thereof has no bearing on whether we do business 

with them today,” he said. “It’s not something we hold as important as cost      

schedule and performance.” That needs to change. 

Murphy and his task force – less than 20 people – won’t personally sit in judgment 

on specific companies and programs. Nor will they write the list of the particular 

high-priority technologies to be protected: That’ll come from defense agencies, the 

armed services, and combatant commanders. 

What the task force is doing is creating the structure to protect the listed             

technologies and to enforce the protections: the more sensitive the technology, the 

tighter the protection must be. That means developing new policies and processes 

that impose stricter top-down controls on program managers, defense contractors, 

and academic researchers receiving Defense Department funding. 

“It’s not my decision to say, ‘you can’t do business,’” Murphy said. “We’re trying to 

make policy changes. We’re trying to elevate the importance of security in the      

requirements and acquisitions processes. That’s what this is about.” 

The problem, I pointed out in our interview, is that the Pentagon has been pushing 

hard for years to simplify and streamline those same requirements and acquisitions 

processes. It’s trying to delegate authority to lower levels within the government 

bureaucracy and make it easier for private companies - 

https://breakingdefense.com/2019/11/can-dod-get-speed-security-with-the-cloud/
https://www.defense.gov/explore/story/Article/2027555/task-force-curbs-technology-theft-to-keep-joint-force-strong/
https://www.af.mil/About-Us/Biographies/Display/Article/494085/brigadier-general-thomas-e-murphy/
https://breakingdefense.com/2019/04/chinas-theft-espionage-what-must-be-done/
https://breakingdefense.com/2019/10/pentagon-to-classify-more-acquisition-info-keep-closer-eye-on-fed-employees/
https://breakingdefense.com/tag/acquisition-reform/
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Protect your Data or Lose DoD Business: Maj. Gen. Murphy 

Continued from previous page 

especially innovative small firms and the civilian-focused tech sector – to 

do business with the Department of  Defense. None of that is particularly 

compatible with stricter top-down controls on anything. 

“I understand completely the need to overhaul our cumbersome               

acquisition process and use these OTAs [Other Transaction Authorities] 

and other fast-track rapid acquisition processes to get us equipment that 

isn’t outdated by the time it’s fielded,” he said. “We can’t continue to afford 

to spend billions of dollars on programs that are going to be compromised 

or vulnerable by the time they’re fielded, [either].” 

“Depending on the criticality of that output, whatever it is you’re buying, I 

don’t want to go so fast that we sacrifice security,” he said. 

Murphy’s task force is “absolutely involved” in undersecretary Ellen Lord’s 

ongoing rewrite of the massive DoDI 5000 acquisition regulation, he told 

me. He and his team are working closely with the undersecretaries for acquisition & sustainment (Lord),    

research & engineering (Mike Griffin), and intelligence (Joseph Kernan); Pentagon Chief Information Officer 

Dana Deasy; and the four armed services. “We are in lockstep every day,” he said.  

The task force also reports directly to an executive committee composed not only of the relevant                    

undersecretaries but, serving as co-chairs, the deputy Defense secretary  (David Norquist) and the               

vice-chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (Gen. John Hyten). That bypasses much of the usual laborious back

-and-forth among middle managers.  

“We don’t’ have the time to wait,” Murphy said. “This can’t be your typical bureaucratic process that this 

building is so good at.” 

The Executive Committee also helps keep high-level attention on the problem – for now. Between the 24-

hour news cycle, White House priorities, and Congress, it’s all too easy for senior officials to “get caught up in 

the problem of the day [and] put this on the back burner,” Murphy said. “The reason it doesn’t happen today 

is you have me and the task force screaming about it.” 

But “task forces are supposed to be temporary,” he said. “Somewhere probably in the spring of ‘21 we’re going 

to shutter up the place…. When we go away, in a little over a year, we need to institutionalize what we’ve done 

so it doesn’t just go back to the old way to doing business, which was not working.” 

Continued on Page 5 

https://breakingdefense.com/2019/11/ota-prototyping-nearly-triples-to-3-7b-gao/
https://breakingdefense.com/2019/12/choose-your-own-acquisition-adventure-ellen-lord/
https://breakingdefense.com/2019/12/choose-your-own-acquisition-adventure-ellen-lord/
https://breakingdefense.com/tag/michael-griffin/
https://breakingdefense.com/tag/joseph-kernan/
https://breakingdefense.com/tag/dana-deasy/
https://breakingdefense.com/tag/david-norquist/
https://breakingdefense.com/tag/gen.-john-hyten/
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Continued from previous page 

New Rules 

While the new controls are still a work in progress, Maj. Gen. Murphy outlined three key elements in our   

conversation, covering the whole life cycle of technology from basic research to worldwide export: 

 Researchers receiving Defense Department funding – both US-born and foreign – would be vetted for 

“problematic foreign connections,” such as receiving foreign funding or being part of China’s             

international talent-recruitment program. 

 Companies bidding for DoD contracts would be evaluated for security – how well they protect their 

data – as well as cost, schedule and performance. Companies with low scores for security would be 

prohibited from working on high-security programs. 

 Companies would undergo stricter scrutiny for proposed mergers & acquisitions and proposed         

exports abroad, with increased potential for a DoD veto. 

“We were told to use the authorities we already have and see if we could enhance those like CFIUS [the inter-

agency Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States] and export controls,” he said, “[and] maybe 

block some mergers and acquisitions… Why steal the technology when you can purchase the company?”  

The potential problem here is that many US companies – and Pentagon program managers – rely on interna-

tional cooperation to get the best technology, raise capital, reduce costs, and generally keep firms healthy. 

Past restrictions have sometimes backfired against the US. Restrictions on the export of satellite technology 

and drones, for instance, hindered growth for American businesses and allowed European and Chinese    

companies to dominate international markets, strengthening foreign industries at the expense of ours. 

“We want a strong industrial base, clearly, we want companies to flourish, we want our own small businesses 

to become larger businesses over time,” Murphy assured me. “We would love to have American-made     

products, clearly, but at the same time… over the past decades we have seen exfiltration of data through    

multiple means.” 

“It comes down to this balance. I think there is a way to do both,” he told me. “Locking it down and blocking 

everything from export and waving the national security card is clearly not the answer – but for some critical 

technologies, it just might be the answer.” 

No Security, No Contract 

While the greater scrutiny on mergers, acquisitions, and exports will only affect some companies, the new 

security standards will affect everyone doing business with DoD. 

“These protection measures that we’ll mandate are not just cyber security,” Murphy said. “It’s personnel     

security, physical security, [and more].” Continued on Page 6 

Protect your Data or Lose DoD Business: Maj. Gen. Murphy 

https://breakingdefense.com/2019/09/aerospace-sales-to-china-rise-defense-exports-to-world-drop-aia/
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“In the summer of ‘17… we were notified of a very large exfiltration of data from [multiple] companies in the 

defense industry base of a program we cared deeply about,” Murphy said, not naming the foreign country  

involved. After investigating, he went on, “we actually found out it had happened over a year-and-a-half      

earlier….That loss led to the stand-up of the task force by Secretary Mattis in October 2018.” 

“We really need to change the calculus and change culture so industry steps up to the plate and improve their 

cybersecurity,” he said. “They would self-attest they were compliant, [but] a recent audit [confirmed] their 

cybersecurity is not very good. Even some of the larger companies… they’re not meeting the terms of their 

contract.” 

Now, instead of relying on companies’ self-assessments, the Defense Department has started dispatching   

inspection teams to check. In the near term, those teams are made up of DoD personnel, but as the effort 

ramps up, it will rely increasingly on third parties to determine what’s called Cybersecurity Maturity Model 

Certification (CMMC). 

But, I said, compliance-driven security is deeply problematic. Companies complain the compliance              

assessment takes too long, while security experts lament the compliance standards don’t update fast enough 

to reflect evolving threats. 

“I would go for compliance right now because that’s better than what we have,” Murphy replied. “I need 

something.” 

There will be some nuance to the process: Companies won’t just get a pass-fail grade, but a score. Contracts 

will require all bidders to have a certain score or higher, based on the technology involved and where it ranks 

on the DoD-wide priority list. 

“Being on the list is going to come with requirements for added protection. Everything will be protected at a 

minimum baseline level, but some things will require more,” Murphy said. “Everyone [in DoD] wants their 

thing on the list, and I would caution them[:] Be careful what you ask for.” 

If someone wants to waive security requirements, “that waiver is going to come from the risk owner, which 

could be the Secretary of Defense or secretary of a service,” he added. “That is not a decision to be made by an 

O-6 program manager [i.e. a colonel]. We have pushed risk decisions too low.” 

The bottom line: If your company’s score is lower than a contract requires, and top Pentagon leaders won’t 

waive the requirement, you can’t bid. 

“That comes with some consternation: ‘That’s not fair!’” Murphy said. “I’m not here to be fair. This is about 

the erosion of the lethality of the joint force.” 

“If our weapons systems don’t work the way they were intended, at a time and place of our choosing, that is 

an existential threat,” Murphy told em. “We throw around ‘existential’ all the time, [but] it doesn’t’ get much 

more existential for me…. If we were to go into conflict and our stuff doesn’t work because it’s compromised 

or vulnerable, that’s a problem. That’s a huge problem.” 

Do you have any estimate of what the cost will be of the added security measures, I asked, to the Defense     

Department, the defense industry, or DoD-funded researchers? “No,” he said, “[but] the cost of not doing 

something is far greater.”  

Protect your Data or Lose DoD Business: Maj. Gen. Murphy 

https://breakingdefense.com/tag/defense-secretary-jim-mattis/
https://insidecybersecurity.com/sites/insidecybersecurity.com/files/documents/2018/nov/cs2018_0459.pdf
https://breakingdefense.com/2019/11/can-dod-get-speed-security-with-the-cloud/
https://breakingdefense.com/2019/11/dod-asks-who-really-wrote-your-code/
https://breakingdefense.com/2019/11/dod-asks-who-really-wrote-your-code/
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Tip of the Month 

 

Watch the FCC’s Consumer Video:  

Don't Hang On, Hang Up! 

www.fcc.gov/consumers/guides/spoofing-and

-caller-id 
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Source: BBC News, BBC Technology, January 02, 2020 

Ransomware Attack Takes U.S. Maritime Base Offline 

A computer virus forced a US-regulated maritime facility offline for 

more than 30 hours, the country's coast guard has revealed.  

Ransomware interrupted cameras, door-access control systems and critical  

monitoring systems at the site. 

The agency did not reveal the name or the location of the facility targeted by the 

attack.  

Officials said they believed the ransomware was sent in a malicious email link, 

clicked by an employee.  

The US Coast Guard (USCG) issued a security bulletin on 16 December, urging 

other bases to take measures to prevent further attacks.  

“Once the embedded malicious link in the email was clicked by an employee, the 

ransomware allowed for a threat actor to access significant enterprise                 

information technology (IT) network files, and encrypt them, preventing the    

facility's access to critical files," it said.  

"The virus further burrowed into the industrial control systems that monitor and 

control cargo transfer and encrypted files critical to process operations." 

The BBC has contacted the USCG for more details.  

Ransomware attacks were a significant problem during 2019, when several    

companies and governments were targeted.  

The city of New Orleans    

declared a state of emergency 

in December after suspicious 

activity was detected on its 

network.  

Once officials confirmed they 

were under attack, servers 

and computers were closed 

down.  

Weeks earlier, Virtual Care Provider, which offers technology services to nursing 

homes, was hit by a ransomware attack that encrypted patients' health records.  

Hackers demanded $14m (£10.6m) to restore access to the hijacked servers. 

 

 

The virus further    

burrowed into the   

industrial control    

systems….  
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https://public.cyber.mil/cyber-sam/ 

As technology has changed, the environment that we work in has changed and we have       

become more reliant upon computers in all aspects of life. Our utilization of these systems has 

made even the most mundane tasks enjoyable and easier to accomplish. Unfortunately, the 

use of these systems and technologies can be influenced by cyber threats that can manipulate, 

steal, and/or deny their use. 

Through this comic strip The DoD Cyber Exchange introduces our hero and cyber expert, Cyber 

Sam. Cyber Sam w ill lead you through his struggles to protect, defend, and educate 

his organization and their Information Technology networks, while introducing them to a whole 

new world of Operational Technologies (OT) and their vulnerabilities. 
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Make These Security New Year’s Resolutions to Bolster Your Cybersecurity 

in 2020 

Source: Security Intelligence, By Douglas Bonderud, January 01, 2020 

The New Year has arrived, and with glasses raised and timeless stories recounted, we can now look to that 

well-meaning but often short-lived practice we know too well: setting resolutions. 

Industry leaders often make fulsome commitments to changing systems for the better, fully intending to    

carry through, but they may end up missing the mark once the holiday shine wears off and the cold, hard   

reality of January sets in. As Forbes noted, just 25 percent of people make it 30 days into the New Year with 

their resolution still in place, and only 8 percent turn their resolutions into reality. 

With business email compromise (BEC), phishing attacks and even old-school malware reboots on the rise, 

how can you beat the odds with your security New Year’s resolutions? How can you stay the course when 

things don’t go as planned? Let’s answer these questions by looking at some security bad habits you should 

be rid of right now so you can tackle the top goals for both enterprises and end users to maximize                  

cybersecurity posture. 

Break Your Bad Security Habits 

The first step toward a better you is giving up bad habits. Abstaining from fatty foods and alcoholic drinks 

tends to top the list of personal promises, but it’s often difficult to go without them since they’re simply so 

familiar. 

This can also hold true for cybersecurity best practices. Before industry CISOs and end users can improve 

their 2020 outlook, they need to give up bad habits — even if they’re hard to break. Three of the worst IT    

offenders include: 

 Weak passwords — In many cases, weak doesn’t do it justice. As recent data from the U.K.’s National 

Cyber Security Centre (NCSC) showed, some of the most common passwords cracked by cybercriminals 

this year included absolute gems like “pokemon,” “superman,” “qwerty,” “password” and everyone’s     

favorite, “123456.” Why do weak passwords remain so popular? They’re easy to create and easier to      

remember, but they also pose absolutely no barrier to even slightly determined hackers. 

 Free or public Wi-Fi — Free Wi-Fi is simple, convenient and fraught with potential security challenges 

— everything from man-in-the-middle (MitM) attacks to network spoofing and plain old eavesdropping 

can take place. Despite these dangers, 77 percent of staff still say they connect to free Wi-Fi when they’re 

away from the office. 

 Security blind spots — The increasing risk of cybersecurity attacks often creates blind spots for C-suite 

executives. Some take a fatalistic approach and assume that since compromise is inevitable, it’s not worth 

the time and resources to defend the indefensible. Others aim for perfection with their cybersecurity best 

practices and become frustrated when it becomes apparent that this is an              

impossible mark. 
Continued on Page 12 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/ashiraprossack1/2018/12/31/goals-not-resolutions/#15a31b813879
https://www.helpnetsecurity.com/2019/11/07/phishing-attacks-levels-rise/https:/securityintelligence.com/articles/how-to-protect-your-organization-from-evolving-phishing-attacks/
https://threatpost.com/steganography-combat/143096/
https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/news/most-hacked-passwords-revealed-as-uk-cyber-survey-exposes-gaps-in-online-security
https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/news/most-hacked-passwords-revealed-as-uk-cyber-survey-exposes-gaps-in-online-security
https://securityintelligence.com/its-time-to-dispel-these-dangerous-password-security-myths/
https://securityintelligence.com/articles/how-to-secure-wi-fi-and-improve-personal-and-enterprise-security-from-home/
https://www.pcmag.com/news/365249/holiday-travel-often-means-doing-work-on-public-wi-fi-with-n
https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbestechcouncil/2018/04/26/why-ctos-and-cios-should-care-more-about-the-cost-of-downtime/#fe00140131c1
https://securityintelligence.com/articles/everything-is-best-when-it-comes-to-cybersecurity-best-practices/
https://securityintelligence.com/articles/everything-is-best-when-it-comes-to-cybersecurity-best-practices/
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Make These Security New Year’s Resolutions to Bolster Your Cybersecurity 

in 2020 

Continued from previous page 

Skip the Resolution – Set Enterprise Goals Instead 
 
Why do security New Year’s resolutions fail? Because they tend to prioritize promises instead of planning. 

Goals, meanwhile, focus on measurable outcomes tied to specific time frames, which can enable individuals 

and enterprises to measure their success and adapt to setbacks better. The all-encompassing nature of         

resolutions makes it easy to fail — skip the gym once and what’s the point? “Might as well give up.” 

On the other hand, goals can provide attainable steps at a reasonable scale to help guide success instead of 

assuming that determination will be enough on its own. So what does this look like in practice? Here are a 

few New Year’s resolutions re-imagined to provide goal-driven outcomes. 

Exercise More 

This stands as the classic New Year’s resolution. It leads to overcrowded gyms come January 1 — and gym 

memberships collecting dust by the first week of February. 

For enterprise cybersecurity, exercise comes down to stretching your defensive muscles as often as possible 

to ensure your networks and services aren’t at risk. While promises to “increase IT security” can easily fall 

flat, there are several steps companies can take to ensure this resolution carries momentum. 

Start by creating a regular test schedule that leverages in-house talent to evaluate phishing resilience with 

training and email campaigns. Then, outsource some of the heavy lifting to security providers who can        

deliver both robust penetration testing and red-team exercises to find weaknesses in places you may not    

expect. 

Save More, Spend Less 

Every company makes this resolution and either breaks it when new cybersecurity threats emerge or sticks to 

it at the expense of effective defense. Here, goal-setting demands solutions to root causes instead of security 

symptoms. Consider passwords, for instance. Deploying password restrictions and mandatory updates every 

60–90 days can help reduce overall risk, but a larger problem exists: identity. 

Start by layering access security with two-factor or biometric authentication, and then deploy identity and 

access management (IAM) tools that provide granular control over permissions. While achieving this goal 

may require some initial spending, the long-term savings should outweigh the cash outlay. 

Learn a New Skill 

Enterprises are facing a cybersecurity skills gap. This makes it easy to avoid goal-setting, as when you’re just 

staying ahead of new threats, resolutions can seem out of reach. Here, it’s all about leaning into a new       

skillset: artificial intelligence (AI).  

AI tools can help safeguard security blind spots and bolster skill gaps by taking over 

tedious work involving data collection or pattern detection.  

Continued on Page 13 

https://securityintelligence.com/vulnerability-assessments-versus-penetration-tests-a-common-misconception/
https://securityintelligence.com/posts/penetration-testing-versus-red-teaming-clearing-the-confusion/
https://securityintelligence.com/ai-may-soon-defeat-biometric-security-even-facial-recognition-software/
https://www.ibm.com/security/identity-access-management
https://www.ibm.com/security/identity-access-management
https://securityintelligence.com/think-inside-the-box-to-bridge-the-cybersecurity-skills-gap/
https://securityintelligence.com/posts/how-artificial-intelligence-ai-helps-bridge-the-cybersecurity-skills-gap/
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Make These Security New Year’s Resolutions to Bolster Your Cybersecurity 

in 2020 

Continued from previous page 

Your best bet is to look for industry leaders with experience in AI, machine learning and cybersecurity         

deployment. 

 

Bolster Your Personal Protection – Think Like a Business 

Individuals came under threat this year as malicious actors recognized the value of personal data and the   

often limited scope of personal IT protection. To stay safe in 2020, end users must think like enterprises and 

identify their most valuable assets, deploy defensive measures and regularly evaluate their security posture. 

To that end, here are some personal cybersecurity best practices for the New Year. 

 

Adopt a Zero-Trust Model 

Apps are everywhere, and they all want permissions. But does your new loyalty card application really need 

camera and microphone access? Why does a video-streaming app want your contact list? Improving security 

in 2020 starts by adopting the enterprise mindset of zero trust: Instead of granting permission, err on the 

side of refusal until you can verify application trustworthiness. 

 

Read Between the Lines 

Attackers are coming for your data, with billions of accounts being compromised year after year. Email       

remains the easiest way to crack user cybersecurity, so train yourself to read between the lines like enterprise 

IT. Always ask the following questions: Was I expecting this email? Is the message overly urgent or              

demanding? Does it seem too good to be true? Trust your gut and watch for red flags. If something seems 

wrong, it probably is. 

 

Define (and Defend) Your Network 

Corporate networks span servers, data centers and cloud providers, but consumer networks are also on the 

rise, connected by financial, retail, healthcare and government accounts and applications. This year, resolve 

to limit risk by defining your network — where do your accounts live? Are they all current? Do they share 

passwords? What type of information do they store and access? Definition can empower your defense and 

allow you to curate and manage your personal IT presence better. 

 

2020 is here, so toss any bad habits and take on new goals in the New Year by identifying critical outcomes, 

defining key metrics and implementing your security New Year’s resolutions step-by-step. 

https://securityintelligence.com/articles/practice-social-media-safety-to-protect-both-personal-and-enterprise-data/
https://securityintelligence.com/posts/zero-trust-why-your-most-privileged-users-could-be-your-biggest-security-weakness/
https://securityintelligence.com/articles/layer-up-with-a-layered-approach-to-email-security-this-winter/
https://securityintelligence.com/posts/secure-your-hybrid-cloud-environment-with-visibility-control-and-flexibility/
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The Game of the Foxes: The Untold Story of German Espionage in the United States and Great 

Britain During World War II By Ladislas Farago 

Farago using captured Abwehr (German HUMINT) records in government    archives documents how 

German spies operated inside enemy territory  before and during the Second World War. An    

interesting account of Nazi Germany's Abwehr intelligence activities against the Allies from 

their perspective. 

 

 

Capturing Jonathan Pollard: How One of the Most Notorious Spies in American History Was 

Brought to Justice By Ronald J. Olive  

Jonathan Jay Pollard, a civilian U.S. Navy intelligence analyst, was arrested in November 1985 

for passing secrets to Israel. Pollard's    espionage was discovered in 1985 when a co-worker 

anonymously reported his removal of classified material from his work place. The judge in the 

case imposed a life sentence on Pollard after hearing a damage-assessment memorandum from the 

Secretary of Defense. Pollard is incarcerated in a federal medium security prison at the   

Butner Federal Correction Complex in North Carolina with a projected release date of 21 Novem-

ber 2015. The author is a retired Naval Criminal Investigative Service (NCIS) Special Agent 

that led the Pollard investigation. Olive reveals that Pollard not only spied for Israel, but 

also confessed to passing secrets to South Africa and to his financial advisers, as well as 

shopping his access to Pakistan. 

Have you visited the Computer Security Resource Center? 

Go to https://csrc.nist.gov 
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Watchdog: China Now 2nd Largest Arms Producer 

Source: Associated Press, January 27, 2020  

COPENHAGEN, Denmark -- China is the second-largest arms producer in the world behind the United 

States but ahead of Russia, a Swedish arms watchdog said Monday. 

The Stockholm International Peace Research Institute, or SIPRI, said the research is the most comprehensive 

picture of Chinese companies’ weapons production to date. 

In its annual report, SIPRI said it had “identified information from 2015–17 on the value of arms sales by 

major Chinese arms companies,” and looked at four companies that cover three sectors of conventional arms 

production: aerospace, electronics and land systems, “for which credible financial information is available.” 

In the past, a lack of transparency has meant that the value of Chinese companies’ arms sales has been either 

unknown or difficult to reliably estimate, SIPRI said to explain why the Chinese arms companies previously 

were not included in its annual ranking of the world’s 100 largest arms-producing and military services    

companies. 

SIPRI added that with the increase of available data on these companies, it is now possible to develop         

reasonably reliable estimates of the scale of the Chinese arms industry and the four major Chinese arms  

companies chosen for the study “can now finally be compared with the major arms companies from the rest 

of the world.” 

The institute released figures for 2017 and said that of the 20 largest companies 11 were based in the U.S., 6 

in Western Europe and 3 in Russia. If the four Chinese arms companies were included in the study, they 

would all rank among the top 20, with combined estimated arms sales totaling $54.1 billion. Three of the 

companies would be ranked in the top 10. 

 

https://abcnews.go.com/alerts/RussiaNation
https://abcnews.go.com/alerts/RussiaNation
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Podcasts Worth Listening to:  

From the Information Systems Audit and Control Association also known 

as ISACA 

https://www.isaca.org 
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RED DART Agency Spotlight 

U.S. Army 902nd Military Intelligence Group 

Mission: The 902nd Military Intelligence Group conducts proactive counterintelligence 
activities to detect, identify, assess, and counter, neutralize or exploit foreign             

intelligence entities and insider threats in order to protect Army and designated       
Department of Defense forces, information and technologies worldwide. 

The 902nd Military Intelligence Group provides direct and general counterintelligence 
support to Army activities and major commands. The group also provides general     
support to other military department counterintelligence and intelligence elements,    

unified commands, defense agencies and national agency counterintelligence and         
security activities and organizations. 
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Current  RED DART Teams 

* RED DART North Carolina * RED DART Southern Virginia * RED DART Huntsville  * RED DART South Carolina 

* RED DART Central Virginia * RED DART Gulf Coast * RED DART Chicago * RED DART North Texas 

* RED DART North Mississippi  * RED DART Indiana * RED DART Silicon Valley * RED DART South Florida 

* RED DART Tennessee * RED DART Sacramento * RED DART Greater Los Angeles * RED DART Colorado 

* RED DART Southwest Ohio  * RED DART Hawaii * RED DART San Diego *RED DART Japan 

The stated purpose of the RED DART program is to create a unified, cross-agency team of 

counterintelligence professionals dedicated to the protection of classified and sensitive        

technology research throughout a given area of responsibility (AOR). RED DART operates under 

a “shared leadership” principle, which allows each partner agency to own the program while 

being responsible and responsive to the other partner agencies.  

Contact your servicing RED DART representative for additional information on the articles and information contained in this 

newsletter.  

New RED DART teams are forming regularly throughout the U.S. Contact your servicing Defense Counterintelligence and      

Security Agency (DCSA) CI agent or Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) CI agent to see if a team is being established in your 

area.  


